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Abstract
Matrix and tensor factorization methods are often used
for finding underlying low-dimensional patterns from noisy
data. In this paper, we study non-linear tensor factoriza-
tion methods based on deep variational autoencoders. Our
approach is well-suited for settings where the relationship
between the latent representation to be learned and the raw
data representation is highly complex. We apply our ap-
proach to a large dataset of facial expressions of movie-
watching audiences (over 16 million faces). Our experi-
ments show that compared to conventional linear factoriza-
tion methods, our method achieves better reconstruction of
the data, and further discovers interpretable latent factors.
1. Introduction
The desire to uncover compact yet expressive latent rep-
resentations from raw data is pervasive across scientific and
engineering disciplines. The benefits of having such rep-
resentations are numerous, including de-noising, imputing
missing values, reducing label complexity for supervised
learning, and interpretable latent spaces for better insight
into the phenomena hidden within the data. However, for
complex domains, conventional approaches often fail to
learn a latent representation that is both semantically ex-
pressive and compact.
In this paper, we focus on learning such a representa-
tion for a large dataset of facial expressions extracted from
movie-watching audiences. Intuitively, we expect audience
members to have correlated reactions, since each movie has
been specifically crafted to elicit a desired response [34].
Thus, one can view audience analysis as a form of collab-
orative filtering, which has been popularized for modeling
recommender systems (e.g., the Netflix challenge). For in-
stance, we can assume that there are underlying exemplar
facial expressions which form a basis to reconstruct the ob-
served reactions of each audience member. The most com-
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Figure 1. Factorized VAE. Facial landmarks are detected on au-
dience members for the duration of a movie. Tensor factorization
assumes a linear decomposition. We propose a non-linear version
which learns a variational autoencoder such that the latent space
factorizes linearly.
mon approaches for collaborative filtering are factorization
techniques [25], which we build upon in our work.
Conventional factorization approaches rely on the data
decomposing linearly. For complex processes such as time-
varying facial expressions, such an assumption is not appro-
priate. The typical way to address this limitation is to en-
gineer feature representations that lead to a linearly decom-
posable structure, which requires significant manual trial-
and-error and/or domain expertise.
In this paper, we formulate a new non-linear variant of
tensor factorization using variational autoencoders, which
we call factorized variational autoencoders (FVAE), to
learn a factorized non-linear embedding of the data. Our
approach enjoys several attractive properties, including:
• FVAEs inherit the flexibility of modern deep learning
to discover complex non-linear relationships between
a latent representation and the raw data.
• FVAEs inherit the generalization power of tensor fac-
torization that exploits known assumptions of the data
(e.g., the signal factorizes across individuals and time).
• FVAEs enable compact and accurate modeling of com-
plex data such as audience facial expressions that was
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not possible with either variational autoencoders or
tensor factorization alone.
• FVAEs leverage existing optimization techniques for
variational inference and matrix factorization, and are
fully trainable end-to-end.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on a
audience facial expression dataset collected from an instru-
mented 400 seat theatre that hosted multiple viewings of
multiple movies over a twelve month period. We conduct
extensive empirical analyses, including both quantitative
(e.g., predicting missing data) and qualitative (e.g., inter-
preting the learned latent space). Our findings are:
• FVAEs can learn semantically meaningful representa-
tions that capture a range of audience facial expres-
sions, which are easy to interpret and visualize.
• FVAEs are much more compact than conventional
baselines, and require fewer latent dimensions to
achieve superior reconstruction of the data.
• FVAEs can accurately predict missing values, and in
the case of our audience data, can anticipate the facial
expressions of an individual for the entire movie based
only on observations at the beginning of the movie.
In fact, using only the initial 5% of data as observa-
tions, FVAEs can reconstruct an audience member’s
facial reactions for the entire movie more accurately
than conventional baselines using all the data.
2. Related Work
Audience Analysis. The study of facial expressions is
an area of great interest in computer vision and com-
puter graphics, and is the basis for applications in affec-
tive computing and facial animation. Within this field, self-
reports [1, 42] have become the standard approach to un-
derstand audience sentiment for long-term stimuli such as
movies. This approach is not only subjective and labor in-
tensive but also loses much of the fine-grained temporal de-
tail, as it requires a person to consciously think about and
document what they are watching, which means they may
miss important parts of the movie. Although subjects could
be instrumented with a myriad of wearable sensors such as
heart rate or galvanic skin response [5, 11, 29, 37], vision-
based approaches are ideal, as they can be applied unobtru-
sively and allow viewers to watch the stimuli uninhibited.
A plethora of work in automatically measuring a per-
son’s behavior using vision-based approaches has centered
on recognizing an individual’s facial expression [50]. Joho
et al. [18] showed that observed facial behavior is a useful
measure of engagement, and Teixerira et al. [44] demon-
strated that smiling is a reliable feature of engagement. Mc-
Duff et al. [32] further demonstrated the use of smiles to
gauge a test audience’s reaction to advertisements, while
Whitehill et al. [51] used facial expressions to investigate
student engagement in a classroom setting. In particu-
lar, Whitehill et al. [51] showed that human observers re-
liably conclude that another person is engaged based on
head pose, eyebrow position, and eye and lip motions [51].
Higher-level behaviors, such as the number of eye fixations,
were used as reliable indicators for measuring engagement
in advertisements [48]. However, the use of eye tracking
in long-term stimuli such as feature-length movies poses a
considerable challenge, not only due to the duration of the
stimulus but also the distance at which it is viewed. The first
attempt to automate viewer sentiment analysis over long pe-
riod of time (e:g upto 2 hours) was proposed by Navarathna
et al. [35] where, they measured the distribution of short-
term correlations of audience motions to predict the overall
rating of a movie.
Collaborative Filtering. Our work builds upon matrix
factorization (MF), which is a common tool in recom-
mender systems [25]. In many applications, one or both
of the factorized representations are constrained to be non-
negative, which leads to non-negative MF [8, 27]. Tensor
factorization approaches have also been used for model-
ing higher-order interactions [38,54]. Probabilistic versions
have been proposed in [36, 41], where the data likelihood
is typically Gaussian, but has been recently generalized to
Poisson [12] for sparse count data. Our likelihood function
uses a neural network as part of the variational approxima-
tion, and can therefore more flexibly fit the training data.
Deterministic deep hierarchical matrix factorization models
have been explored in [45, 47], but these approaches do not
serve our purpose of analyzing how a user reacts to a spe-
cific stimulus over time, or any interpretable latent repre-
sentations. We instead use probabilistic variational autoen-
coders to jointly learn a latent representation of each face
and a corresponding factorization across time and identity.
Variational Autoencoders. Bayesian inference for deep
generative models was first proposed in [24, 39] and has
since become very popular. The latent dimensions of a
variational autoencoder (VAE) often lack interpretability, so
Higgins et al. [14] proposed to disentangle the latent dimen-
sions by upweighting the KullbackLeibler (KL) divergence
between prior and variational distribution which relates to
variational tempering [31]. Building hierarchical Bayesian
models with VAEs has until recently been elusive – one re-
cent example is image generation with multiple layers [16].
Johnson et al. [17] combine hierarchical models with neu-
ral networks for structured representation but do not dis-
cuss factorized priors but rather other types of priors such
as dynamical systems. Other recent extensions include in-
corporating ladder connections [43], recurrent variants for
modeling sequence data [6], incorporating attention mech-
anisms [13], and adversarial training [30]. In contrast, we
focus on learning VAEs that have a factorized representa-
tion in order to further compress the embedding space and
enhance generalization and interpretability.
3. Methods
In this section we discuss the different models that we
used to analyze our data. For each movie, we observe N
audience members for a duration of T frames. For each
audience member i at time t we record a D = 136 dimen-
sional vector xit ∈ R136 representing the (x, y) locations
of 68 facial landmarks. We expect audience members to re-
act in similar but unknown ways, and therefore investigate
methods for identifying patterns in theN×T×D tensor X.
In practice, X will have missing entries, since it is impos-
sible to guarantee facial landmarks will be found for each
audience member and time instant (e.g. a person’s face may
not be sufficiently visible to the camera).
Since we are interested in learning a non-linear low-
dimensional encoding of the raw data, our models inte-
grate both matrix/tensor factorization approaches as well as
variational autoencoders into a common framework. Al-
though we are interested in discovering spatiotemporal pat-
terns across individuals, we present the formulation in terms
of factorizing an arbitrary N × T ×D tensor.
3.1. Baselines
Tensor Factorization (TF). Tensor factorization is an
established technique for identifying an underlying low-
dimensional representation of K latent factors. In this case,
we use the PARAFAC decomposition and factorize X into
matrices U ∈ RN×K , V ∈ RT×K and F ∈ RD×K (see
Fig. 2) such that each element of the original tensor is a
linear combination of K latent factors from each matrix
xitd =
K∑
k=1
UikVtkFdk. (1)
Equivalently, (1) can be expressed using vector and matrix
operations to generate the D dimensional slice of the origi-
nal tensor at row i and column t
xit = (Ui ◦Vt) FT, (2)
where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product, Ui and Vt are K
dimensional vectors from rows i and t of matrices U and V
respectively (and represent the latent factors corresponding
to subject i and time t), and F represents the latent spatial
factors for facial landmarks.
Intuitively, each latent dimension k = 1, . . . ,K corre-
sponds to a separate archetype of how subjects react to the
movie. For example, each column of V represents the time
series motion associated with a particular archetype. This
motion profile is used to modulate the latent spatial factors
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Figure 2. The figure in the left is a standard tensor factorization
model. When F is a single matrix, it corresponds to model 1 (lin-
ear tensor factorization). When F is a multi-layer neural network,
it corresponds to model 2 (nonlinear tensor factorization). The
model on the right is the factorized variational auto encoder, it ex-
plains the training phase and testing phase of our model.
F to generate locations of facial landmarks for a particular
time instant. The matrix U encodes the affinity of audience
members to each archetype. For example, Uik encodes
how well the reaction of audience member i is described
by archetype k. As is common in factorization approaches,
we enforce non-negativity in U > 0 in order to encourage
interpretability (e.g., [28, 33, 53]).
A key limitation of tensor factorization is that the under-
lying patterns in the data are modeled as a linear combina-
tion of latent factors. This linear assumption is not flexible
enough and leads to a poor reconstruction of face reactions.
Nonlinear Tensor Factorization (NLTF). We next con-
sider a non-linear version of probabilistic tensor factoriza-
tion [41], which can be thought of as the simplest non-linear
variant of generative factorization methods, and serves as a
conceptual “bridge” to our proposed factorized variational
autoencoder.
We first draw Ui from a log-normal, hence Ui ≡ eui
where ui ∼ N (0, I), which ensures positivity of the latent
preference matrix U. We also draw Vt ∼ N (0, I) from
a Gaussian prior. We then draw the observations xij ∼
N (fθ(Ui ◦Vt), I) where fθ is a deep neural network. One
can view this model as a straightforward combination of
deep learning with matrix factorization.
When the data set is large, the posterior is sharply peaked
around its maximum mode. For inference, we can thus sim-
ply replace the latent variables by point estimates (MAP
approximation). The Gaussian priors then simply become
quadratic regularizers, and the objective to maximize is:
L(U,V, θ) = log pθ(x|U,V) + log p(U) + log p(V)
=
∑
it ||xit− fθ(eui ◦Vt)||22 +
∑
i ||ui||22 +
∑
t ||Vt||22.
(3)
As we show in our experiments, this straightforward com-
bination of tensor factorization with deep learning does not
provide the flexibility to properly model our audience facial
expression dataset. In other words, even after the nonlinear
transformation induced by the neural network, the data may
not be amenable to linear factorization. This insight mo-
tivates our factorized variational autoencoder framework,
which we describe next.
3.2. Our Framework
Variational Autoencoders. We first describe variational
autoencoders (VAEs) [24], which form the core building
block of our factorized VAE framework. A VAE is a gener-
ative latent variable model that embeds each xit separately
into a K-dimensional latent space. Its generative process
involves drawing a latent variable zit ∈ RK from a uni-
form prior distribution p(zit) = N (0, I), pushing the result
through a decoder network fθ(·) with network parameters θ,
and adding Gaussian noise. In other words, we can model
the likelihood as pθ(x|z) =
∏
itN (fθ(zit), I), where I is
the identity matrix. The generative process is thus:
∀i,t : zit ∼ N (0, I), xit ∼ N (fθ(zit), I). (4)
We are interested in the posterior distribution over latent
variables pθ(z|x) = pθ(x|z)p(z)/pθ(x), which has an
intractable normalization pθ(x). Using variational infer-
ence [19], we approximate the posterior using a variational
distribution qλ(z|x) =
∏
i,tN (µλ(xit),Σλ(xit)). Here,
µλ(·) and Σλ(·) are neural networks (encoders) with pa-
rameters λ. We call λ variational parameters which we
optimize to minimize KL divergence between qλ(z|x) and
pθ(z|x). We can thereby also simultaneously optimize the
model (decoder) parameters θ. One can show that this op-
timization is equivalent to maximizing the following varia-
tional objective [9, 24], which does not depend on pθ(x):
L(θ, λ) = Eq[log pθ(x|z)]−KL(qλ(z|x)||p(z)). (5)
Note that the expectation can be carried out numerically by
sampling from q in each gradient step.
VAEs can learn a very compact encoding of the raw data,
which can then lead to low reconstruction error. However,
in the context of audience facial analysis, the VAE by it-
self has extremely limited usefulness, since it does not re-
late different audience members or a single audience mem-
ber at different times. For example, one cannot use VAEs
to impute missing values when an audience member is not
tracked at all times, which prohibits VAEs from being used
in many prediction tasks. In order to properly harness the
potential of VAEs, we must develop a VAE framework that
can effectively capture collective effects of the data.
Factorized Variational Autoencoders (FVAEs). Our
primary technical contribution is the factorized variational
Ui
Vt
zit
xit
i = {1, 2, 3, . . . , N}
t = {1, 2, 3, . . . , T}
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Figure 3. Graphical model of Factorized VAE
autoencoder (FVAE). This model jointly learns a non-linear
encoding zit for each face reaction xit, and jointly carries
out a factorization in z. In contrast to the non-linear ten-
sor factorization baseline, the FVAE contains both local and
global latent variables, which makes it able to learn more
refined encodings. As such, the FVAE enables sharing of
information across individuals while simultaneously taking
into account the non-linearities of face deformations.
After drawing Ui from the standard log-normal and Vt
from Gaussian priors, we draw zit ∼ N (Ui ◦ Vt, I), and
then draw xit ∼ N (fθ(zit), I). In contrast to the non-linear
tensor factorization baseline, we replace the hard constraint
zit = Ui ◦ Vt with a soft constraint by adding Gaussian
noise. As before, since Ui and Vt are global, we can MAP-
approximate them. The objective is then:
L(θ, λ,U,V) = Eq[log pθ(x|z)] (6)
−KL(qλ(z|x)||N (U ◦V, I)) + log p(U) + log p(V).
Intuitively, the FVAE jointly learns an autoencoder em-
bedding of the xit’s while also learning a factorization
of the embedding. To see this, fix the embeddings z ≡
z∗. The remaining non-constant parts of the objective are
L(U,V|z∗) = logN (z∗; Ui◦Vt, I)+log p(U)+log p(V)
which is just a factorization of the embedding space. Instead
of having a simple normal Gaussian prior for z, the FVAE
prior is a probabilistic factorization model with global pa-
rameters U and V and log-normal and normal hyperpriors,
respectively. Fig. 3 shows the graphical model depiction.
To perform prediction/matrix completion, a factorized
variational autoencoder simply takes the Hadamard product
Ui and Vt to get the corresponding latent factor zit, and
then predicts the output by pushing zit into the decoder.
Because the FVAE is a generative model, it is also capa-
ble of producing new data, which is accomplished by draw-
ing Ui and Vt from the prior distributions and pushing the
Hadamard product through the decoder (see Fig. 2).
Optimization. Our approach follows the standard varia-
tional inference procedure for VAEs [9, 23]. In the forward
Movie # Sessions Time Genre
[min]
Ant Man 29 117 Action
Big Hero 6 11 102 Animation
Bridge of Spies 09 141 Drama
Inside Out 28 94 Animation
Star Wars: The Force Awakens 25 135 Action
The Finest Hours 06 115 Drama
The Good Dinosaur 13 93 Animation
The Jungle Book 17 105 Action
Zootopia 15 105 Animation
Table 1. Movies. The number of viewings of each film.
pass, we learn an encoder network which predicts the la-
tent encoding for every data point, and a second network
predicts a corresponding variance. In the backward pass,
we learn a decoder network and minimizes reconstruction
error, where the likelihood is averaged over samples of the
stochastic hidden layer. The gradient of both encoder and
decoder networks can be backpropped using the standard
reparametrization trick as shown in [9]. In addition to these
standard steps, we optimize U and V jointly along with the
network to maximize likelihood using stochastic gradient
descent.
4. Audience Data
In order to capture useful video signal in a dark movie
theater environment, we employed a setup similar to
Navarathna et al. [35]. We instrumented a 400 seat movie
theater using four infra-red (IR) cameras and four IR illu-
minators placed above the projection screen. The cameras
were outfitted with IR bandpass filters to remove the spill of
visible light that reflected off the movie screen. The video
was recorded at 12 frames per second with a resolution of
2750 × 2200 pixels. The resolution of faces ranged from
15 × 25 (back rows) to 40 × 55 (front rows). We collected
over 150 viewings of 9 mainstream movies released in 2015
and 2016 (see Tab. 1). The length of the movies varies from
90 – 140 minutes. For each viewing, the number of audi-
ence ranges from 30 – 120.
Face Detection. Recently, King et al. [22] proposed
‘Max-Margin Object Detection’ (MMOD) which optimizes
over all sub-windows to detect objects in images. This ap-
proach learns a Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HoG) [7]
template on training images using structural support vec-
tor machines, which enables it to train on all sub-windows
in every training image (efficienctly finding the ‘hard neg-
atives’ automatically). We trained an MMOD face detec-
tor using the implementation in DLib [21] and manually
labeled 800 training images. Due to the difference in res-
olution between the front and back rows of the theater, we
created two face detection models: one for seats in the last
three rows, and one for the rest of the theater. The face de-
Method Dataset
LFPW HELEN IBUG
RCPR 0.035 0.065 –
SDM 0.035 0.059 0.075
ESR 0.034 0.059 0.075
ERT 0.038 0.049 0.064
Table 2. Landmark Performance. The performance of differ-
ent landmark detection algorithm across different datasets [20].
The average distance between predicted and groundtruth landmark
locations are normalized by the inter-ocular distance. The ERT
method of Kazemi et al. [20] has good performance on all datasets.
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Figure 4. Synchronicity. The discrepancy between the global and
instantaneous mean faces reveals moments where the audience (on
average) is displaying a facial expression that is significantly dif-
ferent from the neutral face. The variance is mostly constant across
time, which implies all audience members are exhibiting similar
facial expressions.
tectors run at 4 – 6 frames per seconds. We ran the detectors
in every 0.5 seconds. On a validation set of 10000 frames,
the precision and recall values are 99.5% and 92.2% for the
front seats model and 98.1% and 71.1% for the back seats
face detection model.
Landmark Detection. After detecting faces, we use the
DLib [21] implementation of ensemble of regression trees
(ERT) [20] to detect facial landmarks. This method per-
forms well compared with the state-of-the art approaches
such as RCPR [3], SDM [52] and ESR [49] on standard
data sets such as LFPW [2], HELEN [26] and IBUG [40]
(see Tab. 2).
Face Frontalization. For each detected face in the video,
we associate the 68 fitted 2D face landmark locations to a
3D face mesh from Face Warehouse [4]. We calculate the
3D rotation matrix R to estimate the roll, pitch and yaw of
the detected face. Then rotation matrix R is used to gener-
ate a frontalized view of the 68 landmarks, which we denote
as xit = [x1,t, y1,t, . . . , x68,t, y68,t], where i indicates the
audience member and t indicates the frame number. The
frontalized landmarks capture significant information such
as overall face shape and instantaneous expression. For the
most part, the geometric variation from head orientation is
removed from the data. In practice, some skew-like residu-
als are present because of error fitting landmarks as well as
warping across extreme pose changes.
Movie Reconstruction MSE Prediction MSETF NLTF FVAE TF NLTF FVAE
Ant Man 1287.7 1261.5 292.7 1897.7 1349.1 1325.7
Big Hero 6 1394.4 1371.7 275.3 1505.6 1557.3 1424.9
Bridge of Spies 942.8 910.9 184.3 1288.3 1062.9 960.0
The Good Dinosaur 1156.5 1132.1 275.4 1328.4 1416.1 1244.7
Inside Out 1214.7 1132.7 262.1 1977.9 1240.3 1161.4
The Jungle Book 1150.0 1115.3 186.4 1622.1 1200.2 1099.8
Star Wars: TFA 1080.7 1047.4 201.4 1519.0 1192.2 1085.8
The Finest Hours 1015.3 962.9 223.5 1101.4 1114.0 1038.8
Zootopia 1181.0 1153.8 189.9 1277.4 1407.5 1153.7
Average 1158.1 1120.9 232.3 1502.0 1282.2 1166.1
Table 3. Performance. The performance of all three models with
their best K values. FVAEs acheive the lowest training and testing
error for all movies.
Data Inspection. We expect face landmarks will contain
a strong signal that is conditioned on the audiovisual stimu-
lus of the movie. To test this hypothesis, we calculated the
global mean face X¯ across all audience members over all
times, as well as the instantaneous mean face X¯t across all
audience members at a particular time. The discrepancy be-
tween X¯t and X¯ reveals a signal with significant spikes (see
Fig. 4). The variance of audience reactions is generally con-
sistent across time, which implies viewers are all displaying
similar, but temporarily varying, facial expressions.
5. Experiments
Our goal is to learn a compact and expressive representa-
tion of audience reactions that is semantically meaningful,
so that we can identify patterns in the data and succinctly
summarize observed behavior. To this end, we conduct a
wide range of empirical analyses to broadly test the useful-
ness of FVAEs. We first evaluate how well FVAEs perform
at matrix completion compared to our baseline models to
establish the efficiency and accuracy of FVAEs. We then
inspect the learned latent factors and show how some have
semantic interpretations. Finally, we demonstrate the pre-
dictive power of FVAEs in the challenging task of antici-
pating the facial reactions of audience members for an en-
tire movie, using only observations from the first few sec-
onds/minutes. Our suite of results suggests that FVAEs can
capture significantly more expressive representations than
conventional baselines.
Dataset. The frontalized face landmarks are arranged into
per-movie N × T × D tensors. The overall missing data
rate was approximately 13%. Since audience reactions are
mostly synchronized, we analyze the data at one second in-
tervals to compensate for individual reaction times. Based
on the initial raw audience data, we cleaned the data to deal
with false positive detections. We remove data with only
short trajectories in the tensor. The tensors of the 9 movies
finally have approximately 16 million total face landmarks
from 3179 audience members.
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Figure 5. Compactness and Expressiveness. The training and
testing performance of each model is shown for varying sized la-
tent spaces. FVAEs are both compact (requiring few latent dimen-
sions) and expressive (lowest testing error).
Implementation. During training, we set mini-batch size
to 10 and use the Adam algorithm [23] for optimization. We
used 3 stacked fully connected layers with ReLU for NLTF
and encoder/decoder FVAE. The models are trained for 16
epochs.
5.1. Matrix Completion for Missing Data
For each movie, we split the observations of each audi-
ence member into training and testing data using random
sampling (5:1 ratio). We compared against conventional TF
and the NLTF described in Section 3.1. To determine the
optimal number of latent dimensions, we first select four
movies (Inside Out, The Jungle Book, The Good Dinosaur,
Zootopia) and compare the training/testing performance for
K = {2, 4, 8, 10, 16, 32} (see Fig. 5). We measure the
RMSE/MSE distance between predicted and actual land-
mark locations. The reported results are calculated per face
instead of per dimension. For all values of K, TF has the
worst performance. Moreover, there is a sharp increase in
test error forK = 32 suggesting the model is unable to cap-
ture subtle dynamics within the data. NLTF achieves simi-
lar training performance, and slightly better testing perfor-
mance. FVAE achieves significantly better performance in
both training and testing. Similar to NLTF, the performance
saturates around K = 16. These results suggest that the
representation learned by FVAE is significantly more capa-
ble of imputing missing values than conventional baselines.
The same trends hold up across all movies for three mod-
els with their best K values respectively (K = 10 for TF,
K = 16 for NLTF and FVAE). (See Table 3).
FVAEs exhibit a significant discrepancy between train-
ing and testing error. This deviation arises because FVAEs
automatically estimate a noise component for each training
example to maximize the generalization capabilities. Each
training xit is encoded into a zit which approximately fac-
tors into ui and vt. At training time, zit is pushed through
the decoder, but at test time ui ◦ vt is decoded. Time com-
plexity for predicting faces during the testing process using
Smile 
Neutral Laugh
Figure 6. Emotive Interpretation. Two dimensions of the FVAE
model learned for Inside Out resemble the facial expressions of
smiling and laughing. We sample the latent space and show the
resulting landmark locations generated by the decoder.
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Figure 7. Latent Temporal Factors. An example of the Vt el-
ements that modulate the smiling and laughing factors correlate
with humorous scenes in the movie Inside Out.
TF and NLTF/FVAE are∼ 9200 faces/s and∼ 7700 faces/
s respectively. The models are evaluated on an NVIDIA
K40 GPU.
5.2. Visualizing the Latent Factors
We are interested in FVAEs having not only predictive
power but also capturing semantically interesting concepts
in the learned representation. Having semantically mean-
ingful representations provides strong evidence that FVAEs
can be used for a wide range of prediction tasks. Fig. 6
depicts two components of the FVAE model for K = 16.
We see that these components correspond to smiling and
laughing. The latent factor resembling smiling focuses on
an upwards curved deformation of the mouth without open-
ing it, whereas the factor resembling laughing captures the
mouth opening in a big laugh.
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Figure 8. Group Behavior. TheUmatrix for Inside Out arranged
to illustrate 6 clusters. Because the latent space encodes both rigid
face shape and dynamic face expressions, clustering over all di-
mensions may lead to an over-segmentation (e.g. people who ex-
hibit similar dynamic face expressions may be partitioned based
on different rigid face shapes). Therefore, we cluster across only
the smiling and laughing dimensions. Additionally, the regular-
ization term in the loss function results in some latent dimensions
having coefficients near 0.
To reinforce our interpretation that these latent factors
are semantically meaningful, we plot the learned factors for
the movie Inside Out (see Fig. 7). The plot illustrates how
peaks in the smiling/laughing components correlate with
significant moments in the film.
The baselines, TF and NLTF, on the other hand, do not
learn interesting representations. In fact, the facial recon-
structions do not vary much at all as one traverses the latent
representation, which suggests that the encoding is not flex-
ible enough to capture semantically meaningful variations
of audience faces.
5.3. Analyzing Group Behavior
We can also use the learned representation to analyze
phenomena like correlated group behavior. Because movies
are crafted to elicit a desired response from the audience,
we expect strong similarities between individual reactions.
By clustering the rows of U, we can discover groups of au-
dience members that exhibit similar behaviors (see Fig. 8).
The bottom row of Fig. 8 depicts exemplar faces for a
humorous moment in the movie. Clusters 01 and 06 cor-
respond to smiling (strong and weak affinity), and clusters
03, 04 and 05 correspond to laughing (from strong to weak
affinity). Cluster 02 represents the small fraction of the au-
dience which isn’t exhibiting either laughing or smiling be-
haviour.
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Figure 9. Predicting Reactions. We predict the future facial land-
marks of each audience member for the remainder of the movie
based how they react during the first few minutes of the movie for
(top row) Animation, (middle row) Drama and (bottom row) Ac-
tion & Adventure genre. After observing an audience member for
ten minutes, our factorized VAE model typically has enough in-
formation to accurately predict the behavior of audience members
for the remainder of the movie.
5.4. Predicting Reactions
Finally, we demonstrate the strong generalization per-
formance of FVAEs by tackling an extremely difficult in-
ference problem: predicting an audience member’s facial
reactions for an entire movie given only a subset of obser-
vations. Specifically, we estimate future facial landmarks
locations for the remainder of the movie after making ini-
tial observations during the first few seconds/minutes of the
film. The initial observations are used to estimate values of
Ui. Then, the Hadamard product Ui ◦Vt is used to gener-
ate the predicted facial landmarks xi for the entire movie.
Predicting future events/observations is well studied [15,
46], but previous work primarily focused on anticipating
immediate events. In contrast, we evaluate the much more
challenging task of predicting more than 60 minutes into
the future, despite being only given a few minutes of initial
observations.
For each movie, we train an FVAE model on 80% of
the audience members, and use the remaining 20% to test
long term predictions. We investigate different fractions
λ ∈ {0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8} of the test
data to use as observations to estimate Ui.
Fig. 9 indicates the variation of performance for different
fraction of λ for Animation, Drama and Action & Adventure
movie genres. We observe that FVAE significantly outper-
forms both TF and NLTF. The non-linearity of NLTF results
in better performance than TF, but the additional power of
FVAEs to specifically search for generalizable patterns dur-
ing training allows it to achieve substantially lower error.
The strength of these results for FVAE is quite strik-
ing. For example, using only the initial 5% of the data,
FVAE can out perform both NLTF and TF when they have
access to 100% of the data (i.e., FVAE outperforms the
full-information encoding/reconstruction of TF and NLTF).
Note that simply predicting the mean face has an order of
magnitude higher error.
For all methods, we see that the prediction error drops
quickly and saturates after observing the first 10% of data.
Moreover, the long term prediction error is consistent with
the testing error from matrix completion. Intuitively, the
fact that prediction error saturates after observing audience
reactions for 10% of the movie agrees with established
guidelines that a film has roughly ten minutes to pull the
audience into the story [10].
6. Summary
We have presented the factorized variational autoencoder
(FVAE) for modeling audience facial expressions when
watching movies. As our experiments demonstrated, tensor
factorization (an established solution for collaborative filter-
ing) failed to capture a compact and expressive latent repre-
sentation because our data is complex and does not decom-
pose linearly. Instead, the FVAE applies a non-linear variant
of tensor factorization using deep variational autoencoders
to learn a latent representation that factors linearly. Our for-
mulation combines the compactness and interpretability of
VAEs with the generalization performance of TF.
FVAEs are end-to-end trainable and demonstrated very
strong predictive performance. After observing an audience
member for a few minutes, FVAEs are able to reliably pre-
dict that viewer’s facial expressions for the remainder of the
movie. Furthermore, FVAEs were able to learn concepts of
smiling and laughing, and that these signals correlate with
humorous scenes in a movie. These results strongly suggest
that learning factorized non-linear latent representations of-
fers dramatically more expressiveness and generalization
power than either factorization or autoencoders alone. Fi-
nally, our approach did not incorporate generic forms of do-
main knowledge, which may be useful in constraining the
model when tackling even more complex settings.
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